Did SYDNEY carry Carley floats?
13.8

Photographs establish beyond doubt that SYDNEY carried Carley
floats.
Photographs taken in November 1935 as SYDNEY passed Gibraltar
show two Carley floats on the 4-inch gun deck. In accordance with
Naval custom, the float numbered 3 is stored on the starboard side and
the float numbered 4 is stored on the port side (see Figure 13.2). There
must have been at least two other floats, numbered 1 and 2. The Carley
float recovered off Christmas Island on 6 February 1942 was
numbered 2.31
Figure 13.3 is thought to be the photograph referred to in CAPT
Burnett’s report of proceedings for September 1941.32 The photograph
was reproduced in G Hermon Gill’s Royal Australian Navy 1939–194233,
with the caption ‘H.M.A.S. Sydney leading Convoy “U.S.12a”—Queen
Mary, Queen Elizabeth—past Wilson’s Promontory 4th September 1941’.
On 3 September 1941 SYDNEY did start to escort that convoy, which
included QUEEN MARY and QUEEN ELIZABETH, leaving Sydney
Harbour on that day for that purpose.34 The photograph was also
reproduced in As Luck Would Have It, by the previous commanding
officer of SYDNEY, VADM Sir John Collins, with the caption ‘Sydney
escorting troop convoy’.35
A witness before the Inquiry, Mr F Sheldon-Collins, expressed the
opinion that SYDNEY did not carry the small size 20 Carley floats. His
evidence was that SYDNEY carried ‘five large ones — two on the
quarterdeck, two on the 4-inch gundeck and one just behind the
bridge’.36 Accordingly, Mr Sheldon-Collins expressed the view that the
pattern 20–type float in the Australian War Memorial was not from
SYDNEY because, in his recollection, SYDNEY did not carry any such
floats. He also maintained that the photograph shown here as
Figure 13.3 is not a photograph of the stern of SYDNEY37 because it
shows three bollards instead of two.38
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Photos courtesy of Australian War Memorial (negative number P02308.004)

Photos courtesy of Australian War Memorial (negative number P02308.005)

Figure 13.2

Carley floats on SYDNEY’s port and starboard as she passed Gibraltar in November
193539

Figure 13.3

SYDNEY’s stern as she escorts a troop convoy40

Photo courtesy of the Australian War Memorial (negative number 128094)
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projectiles travelling downwards at an angle of about 15 degrees from
the horizontal axis of the float. The float is not a dense object, being
mainly canvas, cork and 22 gauge steel. As a consequence, only
particles travelling at a reasonably slow speed would remain in the
float structure. Anything travelling at a speed over about 20 metres per
second (75 km/h) would be likely to go straight through (for
comparison, a standard military rifle bullet would still be travelling at
approximately 360 metres per second after 1000 metres). The relatively
small number of particles trapped in the float is consistent with the
nature of the relic.
Expert ballistic opinions on the holes were provided by
Superintendent Herb Prior and A/Sergeant Paul McFawn from the
Australian Capital Territory Police Forensic Unit. After a thorough
examination, while the specialist equipment was on site, they were of
the opinion that none of the holes was made by small arms fire. Only
one possibly resembled a bullet hole but its size was of 0.5 inch
diameter. However, the German raider did not have a weapon of this
calibre.
From the available evidence, it has not been definitely established
where the float would have been located on Sydney. Although the float
has a large number ‘5’ painted longitudinally on one side, available
photographic evidence of floats on Sydney does not show these
numbers. Close-up photographs taken before 1940 of the larger floats
also do not show any numbers (Plate 2).
8.

Conclusion

The investigation of the Carley float has revealed a considerable
amount of information about the float, but has unfortunately cast little
light on the questions alluded to in section 6.
The evidence provided by the float is entirely consistent with its
having come from HMAS Sydney. Nevertheless, that still has not been
proven.
The extensive damage to the float appears to have been caused by
particles of shrapnel from at least one high-explosive shell detonating
on or near the main structure of the ship and ricocheting into the float.
There is no evidence of damage by small arms fire. Nor does the
exterior structure of the float have any heat or burn marks to indicate
that it was exposed to the fires reported to have broken out on Sydney.
The evidence of the float therefore provides only the evidence of
silence on the questions noted under (ii) and (iii) in section 6. Even that
evidence of silence is weakened by the possibility that the float may
have been blown off Sydney early in the engagement. The investigation
has therefore provided few answers, but it has at least made clear what
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evidence can be provided by what is probably the only surviving
Australian relic of the Sydney-Kormoran action.55

13.16

The conservative summary quoted does not refer to some crucial
matters contained in the body of the report. First, the steel used in the
construction of the subject Carley float is galvanised and branded as
follows:
LYSAGHT
ZINCANNEAL
AUSTRALIA
PANEL QUALITY56

That mark is one of the marks used by John Lysaght (Australia) Pty Ltd.
There were three manufacturers of Carley floats in Australia57, although
they were no longer in business in 1993. Bearing in mind the Lysaght
trademark stamp on the metal in the Carley float, the high probability is
that the float was manufactured in Australia. If one accepts that this
object along with others recovered came from either SYDNEY or
KORMORAN—as the recovery pattern of relics shown in Figure 13.1
makes certain—that necessarily means this Carley float came from
SYDNEY.
Second, the projectiles removed from the Carley float were
metallurgically analysed, as were three examples of contemporary
German munitions (20 millimetres and 3.7 centimetres). Those
investigations produced the following results:
although there were similarities in the Fe (iron) content between the
samples removed from the float and the unexploded munitions, there
were major differences in the other alloying elements.58
…
Our investigation indicates that the composition and morphology of
the projectiles which struck the Carley float is consistent with pieces of
exploded munitions similar to other pieces of munitions in the AWM
collection. The projectiles are assumed to be from ‘incoming’
munitions from the Kormoran as it is highly improbable that the
Sydney’s ammunition fired at Kormoran would have exploded so close
to the Sydney.
According to Hogg and Weeks, by the beginning of the 20th Century,
the ‘jacketed’ bullet was the standard military ammunition for rifles
and machine-guns; lead bullets only survived in revolver cartridges.
Germany introduced the pointed bullet in 1905. The ‘boat-tailed’ or
55
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streamlined bullet required for machine-gun accuracy and maximum
range was developed in the 1920s. In the 1930s the Germans produced
the 7.92 mm calibre ammunition system, for rifles and machine-guns.
The standard ammunition for use with German machine-guns right
through the Second World War was the copper alloy jacketed, leadfilled, 178 gr weight bullet with a muzzle velocity of 676 m/s. If, as
proposed, the float was shot at by machine-guns, any projectiles from
the German weapons then in use would be expected to have
penetrated the relatively soft body of the float with clean entry and
exit holes. No such holes were found and nothing discovered and
removed from the Carley float has any morphological or metallurgical
resemblance to the type of machine-gun bullets that could have been
used during the naval action in November 1941.59

13.17

Mr Ashton explained these passages in evidence to the Inquiry. First,
they meant that, although the War Memorial was able to test samples of
both the 3.7-centimetre and the 20-millimetre munitions, certain
similarities and differences between the test results and the results for
samples extracted from the Carley float meant that one could neither
establish nor eliminate the possibility that the extracted samples came
from such munitions.60 Second, it could be established with certainty
that the fragments did not come from 7.92-millimetre German machine
guns.61

13.18

The War Memorial experts’ examination of the Carley float established
the following:
•

The Carley float was a No. 20 pattern.

•

The float had been in a horizontal position when it suffered the
penetration damage. This flowed from the fact that the entry and
exit penetrations that could be related by the use of long brass rods
showed entry and exit basically on a horizontal or close-tohorizontal plane.62 There was similar penetration damage to the
wooden slatted floor, suggesting that it was on a hard surface when
hit by the projectiles.63

•

The Carley float was not damaged by bullets. Bullets would have
passed right through the float, and there was no evidence of this.64
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•

Some of the extracted fragments were a mixture of hardened steel
made using ‘hardening techniques’.65

•

The extracted fragments were a mixture of hardened steel
fragments from munitions and metal pieces from the object struck,
resulting from the spallation effects of such impact.66

13.19

It is beyond argument that the Carley float came from SYDNEY.
SYDNEY was the only ship in the area carrying a Carley float that had
been made in Australia and was the only ship in the area engaged in a
battle such that the Carley float was likely to have been damaged by
shrapnel. The location of its recovery makes it clear that it, together
with other objects, came from either SYDNEY or KORMORAN and,
since it had been made in Australia, it did not come from KORMORAN.

13.20

It is equally clear that the damage suffered was not from machine-gun
bullets but was instead from shrapnel. Machine-gun bullets would have
entered and exited the float. There was no evidence of this. It could not
be determined with certainty whether the extracted metal came from
KORMORAN’s 3.7-centimetre or 20-millimetre munitions. The damage
to the float was caused by shrapnel from KORMORAN’s shells, of
whatever calibre, after they shattered on impact or exploded or by
spallation resulting from the impact of such shells. As appears from the
evidence of the Defence Science and Technology Organisation, large
amounts of shrapnel were created by KORMORAN’s 15-centimetre
shells exploding on SYDNEY. There is now evidence that SYDNEY was
hit by at least eighty-seven 15-centimetre shells, which would have
produced a hailstorm of shrapnel.

13.21

The statements made in the signals quoted—that the HEROS Carley
float was ‘badly damaged by gunfire’—were correct: it was badly
damaged by shrapnel from KORMORAN’s shells that shattered on
impact or explosion. The statement made by CDRE Collins in his letter
of June 1942, that the Carley float ‘received machine-gun fire’, is wrong:
there is no evidence that it suffered machine-gun fire, and all the
evidence points to the contrary.
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Conclusion
13.22
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The HEROS Carley float came from SYDNEY. It was not subjected to
machine-gun fire from KORMORAN or from any other source. The
condition of the float lends no support whatsoever to the speculation
that SYDNEY survivors were machine-gunned whilst in the water. It
does, however, support the accounts of the German survivors—that
SYDNEY suffered severe attack from KORMORAN’s 15-centimetre
shells and 3.7-centimetre and 20-millimetre armaments. It is now
known that SYDNEY suffered at least 87 hits from 15-centimetre shells
and myriad hits from the other armaments. It was shrapnel from those
shells and spallation from the impacts that damaged the HEROS Carley
float.
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